
MARITA CHENG

WHAT CLIENTS HAVE TO SAY
If you are looking for a motivational speaker… look no further.

National Association of Women in Construction
Marita inspired the KPMG Partners Conference on robotic 
solutions for the disabled, she was an amazing speaker.

KPMG Partner
Very pleased Lenovo used Ashton Kutcher as a Trojan Horse for 
presenting Marita Cheng to an unsuspecting audience.  Ashton 
gave a really enthusiastic talk, but Marita easily stole the show.

Audience feedback, Lenovo event with Ashton Kutcher
What an amazing keynote - the audience was captivated.

Laser Wizard
Without doubt one of the most impressive people I have met, 
building tech that really does change lives.

CIO, ServiceNow
An exceptional speaker, drawing on her background and 
personal experience to tell a very interesting story. I would 
recommend her to any organization who want to promote 
concepts such as individual leadership and innovation.

Standards Australia
I wish every night the 6pm news was Marita Cheng talking.

TechAU
A leader, an inspiration, a game changer.

Kevin Rudd, former Australian Prime Minister
Marita's presentation was fantastic. She is an inspirational, 
intelligent, highly informed yet humble young woman.

VISION International

Clients include:

BIO
Since being named the 2012 Young Australian of the Year, 
Marita has delivered 370 speeches, and been named Forbes 
World’s Top 50 Women in Tech and Forbes 30 Under 30.

Marita founded global companies Robogals, Aipoly and Aubot. 
Robogals inspires girls to study engineering, by teaching girls to 
build and program robots. Aipoly uses AI to recognise objects in 
real time to help the visually impaired navigate the world. Aubot 
makes telepresence robots and robot arms to care and enable.

Marita is the youngest Member of the Order of Australia (AM) 
for her work in robotics and AI.

SPEAKING DETAILS
Marita is often invited to speak at conferences, corporate 
functions, organizations and schools.  She can talk about her work 
in robotics and AI and how those industries will impact the future 
of work, or inspire crowds about building Robogals into a global 
movement!  Speech topics include:

● “Robot Queen to Change the World”
● My bot, your bot, Aubot
● What’s real with Artificial Intelligence?
● Robogals: How AI won’t take your job, but teen girls might
● Entrepreneurship: Engineering from nothing

ROBOTICIST & ENTREPRENEUR

Speaks on robotics for good, 
AI and the future, and 
creating the next generation 
of women in technology

Invite Marita to speak!  hello@maritacheng.com


